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multitemperature data  
and diffuse scattering  

to reveal protein allostery



From assemblies to molecular mechanism…

We are transitioning from static structural biology….

…to dynamic structural biology



How are allosteric perturbations communicated 
intramolecularly to alter protein function?
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Proteins often populate  
multiple conformations in crystals



Conformational heterogeneity 
can be static or dynamic
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Diffuse scattering can distinguish 
different models of coupled heterogeneity



Small features - between unit cells | Large features - within unit cells

Caspar et al, Nature, 1988

Welberry et al, Acta B, 2011

called variational scattering which has a cloudy appearance of
scattered intensity over broad regions of reciprocal space.
Pioneering work on this type of scattering was carried out by
Caspar et al. (1988) who treated this scattering using a
description involving the ordered unit-cell content (structure
factor), a displacement factor and a truncation function which
took into account the range over which correlated motions
occur.

The second type (II) can be attributed to correlated motions
that occur at length scales larger than the unit cell. In this case
the diffuse scattering is more structured (often in the form of
streaks) and appears close to Bragg peaks. In an early paper
diffuse scattering of this kind (in orthorhombic lysozyme) was

interpreted by Doucet & Benoit (1987) in terms of correlated
rigid-body motions of molecules along rows within the crystal.

Further studies have been carried out on a number of
different systems including yeast initiator tRNA (Kolatkar et
al., 1994), tetragonal lysozyme (Pérez et al., 1996), tropo-
myosin (Chacko & Phillips, 1992) and calmodulin (Wall et al.,
1997). Most recently methods have developed that use elastic
network models to describe the motions in proteins (Riccardi
et al., 2009).

In this paper we report on some very distinctive diffuse
scattering that has been observed in a routine Bragg intensity
data collection from a crystal of the N-terminal fragment of
the Gag protein from Feline Foamy Virus. A single frame of
data is shown in Fig. 1(a) and a magnified region taken from
this is shown in Fig. 1(b). The enlarged image shows that the
form of the scattering is of diffuse rings that surround the
Bragg positions. An initial assessment of the scattering is that
it is quite distinct from either the type I or type II scattering
described above.

At the present time an analysis of the Bragg reflection data
has not yet yielded a crystal structure solution. It seems a
distinct possibility that the presence of the disorder that is
giving rise to the diffuse scattering may be a major contri-
buting factor in preventing structure solution using the Bragg
reflections. One of the aims of this paper therefore is to
determine the origins of the diffuse scattering with a view to
providing additional input to the structure solution strategy.

As a consequence, in trying to understand the origin of
these distinctive effects, we do not at this stage have recourse
to an average structure which can be used as a starting point
for model building.

2. Experimental data collection

The crystal was grown from the N-terminal 154 residues of the
Gag protein from the Feline Foamy Virus. This protein has a
molecular weight of 19 kDa and forms a tight dimer in solu-
tion. X-ray diffraction data were collected on a Rigaku
Micromax-007HF with an R-axis-IV detector using Cu K!.
213 individual 0.5! oscillation frames were recorded, which
represents a total crystal rotation, !, of 106.5!. Each frame
comprised 3000 " 3000, 100 " 100 mm pixels. The Bragg
reflection data obtained from these frames were indexed and
scaled in the space group P6122 with the dimensions a = b = 73
and c = 109 Å (see Table 1 for data collection statistics). Cell
content analysis establishes the presence of a single monomer
in the asymmetric unit with a Matthews coefficient, Vm, of
2.22 Å3 Da#1 and 44.6% solvent. The crystallographic c axis
was found to be inclined to the rotation spindle axis by
approximately 66!.

Individual reciprocal lattice sections were reconstructed
from the primary oscillation frames using the software
XCAVATE (Estermann & Steurer, 1998). After the initial
inspection to confirm that the raw diffuse data displayed
sixfold symmetry this symmetry was used to populate regions
of the patterns not recorded and to improve the overall signal
to noise by averaging.
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Figure 1
(a) A single frame of data collected from a crystal of N-terminal fragment
of the Gag protein from Feline Foamy Virus. (b) An enlargement of the
rectangular region highlighted in (a) showing the diffuse circular features
that occur in the vicinity of the Bragg peaks. A movie showing the
complete sequence of raw data frames is included in the supplementary
material.



New data sets are needed to  
advance diffuse scattering

Wall, Ealick, and Gruner, PNAS 1997 
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TLS models are poor at explaining diffuse intensities, 
but normal modes or liquid like motions are better

Whole molecule Phenix TLSMD
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Temperature can shift the 
relative populations of 

confirmations in the crystal
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Temperature can shift the 
relative populations of 

confirmations in the crystal

Hypotheses: (1) shifting temperature exposes conformations near the “ground” state;  
(2) these new conformations are used by the protein in physiological mechanisms



Conformational dynamics are at the core of  
three critical problems in biology

We want to:

design macromolecules with new (unnatural) functions 

understand how mutations alter protein function in disease

discover small molecules drugs to modulate protein function
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Cryocooling has been amazing for static structural biology 
- but limits opportunities for dynamic structural biology!

loop~100K loop 

Humid  
air stream 

288K
MiTeGeN

...and data collection strategies to 
minimize radiation damage

Fraser…Holton…Alber, PNAS, 2011

Major <=> Minor

0.3 and 1σ

288 K100 K

Fraser…Alber, Nature, 2009



Low-occupancy features present at room temperature  
are dynamically accessed conformations and  

can provide new mechanistic insights

2mFo-DFc 
Electron Density

0.3 1σ



An allosteric inhibitor for PTP1B can be 
more specific and bioavailable

target off-
target

target off-
target



open

The active-site WPD loop in PTP1B 
opens & closes during catalysis

apo kclose ~20 s-1  
apo kopen ~900 s-1

Whittier et al. 
Science (2013)



The active-site WPD loop in PTP1B 
opens & closes during catalysis

closed

apo kclose ~20 s-1  
apo kopen ~900 s-1

Whittier et al. 
Science (2013)



The WPD loop was modeled as closed 
only in the apo structure…

Pedersen et al. 
Acta Cryst D (2004)

unexplained
electron density



… But the open state is actually  
also partially populated!

33%

67%

Pedersen et al. 
Acta Cryst D (2004)



Temperature should modulate the  
WPD loop’s open-closed equilibrium

ΔG = -R T ln Keq

low T moderate T high T

more closed more open



Residues that warm up in sync with the WPD 
loop may be energetically coupled

ΔG = -R T ln Keq

low T moderate T high T

more closed more open



An allosteric drug could topple the dominos 
to remotely lock the WPD loop

or+



A known allosteric small-molecule inhibitor is 
good proof of principle (but inhibits weakly)

Wiesmann et al. 
Nat Struct Mol Biol (2004)

benzbromarone active 
site



Temperature Source Resolution

100 K PDB: 1sug 1.95 Å

180 K new data 1.84 Å

240 K new data 1.87 Å

278 K new data 1.78 Å

Apo X-ray datasets  
across a wide temperature range

Daniel Keedy
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100 K
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closed

180 K



240 K

more
open



278 K

even
more
open



The WPD loop opens as 
temperature increases



As the WPD loop opens, 
the C-terminal α7 helix undocks

- control helix

α7 helix



more populated at 278 K
more populated at 100 K

similar at both temps

It stabilizes pre-sampled 
minor conformations!



Benzbromarone does not simply  
induce conformational change…

benzbromarone 
(allosterically inhibited)

 

apo 
(previously published)



The α7 helix also undocks 
when benzbromarone binds

α7 

PDB ID 1sug



PDB ID 1t49

(α7 disordered)

The α7 helix also undocks 
when benzbromarone binds



We have also discovered a new allosteric site by 
multitemperature mapping

• specific: residues not conserved 
in homologs 

• “bindable”: binds cryoprotectants 
in existing structures AND is 
identified as a hotspot in tethering 
screen 

• functional: mutations along the 
path to the new site impair 
catalysis
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Conformational dynamics are at the core of  
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understand how mutations alter protein function in disease

discover small molecules drugs to modulate protein function
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small-molecule 
inhibitors

regulatory domains 
& protein-protein 

interactions

active 
site

Δ
mutations 

(artificial or  
during evolution)

Different perturbations can tap into the  
intramolecular nervous system of proteins… 

including global, physical perturbations, like temperature

… and diffuse scattering will 
extend our ability  

to model the response to 
perturbations
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Why my lab really loves 831


